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“We had to find a better way of doing it,” says managing 

director Mike McPherson. “With the manual process, the 

dockets were messy – pieces of paper floating about and the 

system at the mercy of the operators’ handwriting.”

The solution saw a tablet with WZLoad (loader scales 

software), plugged into their existing loader scales.

These days, instead of paper dockets in triplicate, the 

operators have tablets in their cabs. When customers come 

in, details are populated onscreen by the operator. This 

information is available instantly at head office for prompt 

Xero-integrated invoicing and data analysis.

“It has improved load out times. We’re averaging a load time 

of 2 minutes, 18 seconds, this flows through to reducing vehicle, 

onsite duration time. When trucks are running on the same job, 

all the operator has to do is enter the number plate and push 

save; the system automatically recalls the last load details of the 

truck,” says Mike. 

He says the new system means they now know exactly what is 

going out the gate in real time. 

“It’s so much easier to keep track of things.

“We can now see how the day is progressing – we see what 

products are in demand and change what’s being produced as 

needed.

“The electronic data makes it easy to look back and see 

trends, making forecasting much easier too.”

Mike says it also means that when a customer phones 

querying the product volumes they’ve received, an accurate 

answer can be found at the click of a button, versus having to 

trawl though a pile of dockets.

Operator Joe Burns says he used to spend an awful lot of time 

flicking through piles of documents to find the right paperwork 

for a customer.

“Now, I just type in their name and have all the relevant data 

at my fingertips. It’s saving us operators a huge amount of time, 

and no one is climbing the loaders. 

“We’ll call the docket number over the RT, print the day’s 

dockets for the vehicle on its last load or the dockets are 

emailed automatically – it’s almost too easy.”

“The system is setup in such a way that it really is simple to 

use,” says Joe. 

“Better still, we had things we wanted the software to do, so 

WrightZone either configured or developed the software to suit 

us. For example, we wanted predictive text on existing client 

jobs when creating a new one, and they made it happen. 

“I have no hesitation in recommending WrightZone’s support 

and software.”   •

MRL: Rock, Scissors,  
No Paper… 

At McPherson Resources, near Pokeno south of the Bombay Hills, processing of materials has been 

improved significantly with a pretty clever piece of WZ kit from WrightZone. It’s not helping them 

break rock any faster, but it’s eliminated paperwork for the operators, solving the problem of 

illegible handwriting and damaged or lost dockets in one fell swoop.

HGL: Data, Rock,    
                 Scissors...
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“Paperwork gets lost, docket books forgotten, and handwriting can 

be hard to read,” says chief operating officer Mark Baillie.

“If the client is not in the database, the operator can write 

anything for the customer code. Worse, the operator might forget 

their book but thinks he can remember the job information and 

write up the docket later. He then either forgets the details or the 

whole thing altogether.

“However, with the electronic system we have control of what 

information can and cannot be entered.

“This means we’re always charging the right people for the right 

products, and we know exactly what is happening in the quarry in 

real time.”

HG Leach has a number of quarries and Mark says it can be hard 

to justify installing a weighbridge at a smaller site. But this is where 

WrightZone’s software comes into its own.

WZWeigh is the office software, with materials and transport, 

price and cost. WZLoad is the loader driver app. Plugged into 

the Loadrite loader scales, they create an accurate and detailed 

transaction and docket. Even cash sale dockets are printed, with 

GST exclusive and inclusive totals.

“The capital cost is minimal compared to a weighbridge,” says 

Mark. “And having timely sales data is useful.

“Our operators made the switch from manual to electronic with 

no complaints and are enjoying the new system – even our 70-year-

old operator has taken to it like a duck to water. But it’s our admin 

team whom are the most excited about it.

“Rather than sitting there doing data entry for hours on end, 

they can now focus on other parts of their job. This technology has 

probably saved us a day’s worth of data entry each week.

“Our real cost savings from the system have come from admin time.

“The quality of the information we’re working with is much 

better too: The right customers are being charged first time, 

which means fewer credit notes to issue and no need for  

reinvoicing. Taking a one week sample, Tirohia is averaging a 

2.65% variance between Target and Loader net weights, that’s 

110KG’s summarising quantity and quality loading.

“I always say, the more people’s hands touch the data, the more 

errors creep in.”

Operator Peter Mangan from Tahuna Quarry was happy to have 

a go with the new system when it was trialled, although he says it 

was a bit strange to start with.

“It is so different to what we had with hand-written dockets, but 

it didn’t take too long to get used to. And once I’d picked it up, it 

was easy.

“We changed over to WZLoad for good at the beginning 

of February and so far, it’s been great. The truck drivers initial 

comments were, “Is that it?” he says, laughing.

Delivering docket copies and reporting on daily or weekly 

material volumes are now also things of the past.

“It is a big step forward, no two ways about it.”   •

HG Leach has been quarrying in Waikato for 60 years now. At last year’s 2019 quarry conference they 

agreed to trial WZLoad (loader scales software) in pursuit of eliminating hand written dockets and 

the errors that are inherit in them.


